Government to address the ing 2,008, including 23 from coronavirus in China rose to 56 national anthem with a 21-gun homage at the National War Chief Guest at the Republic ceremony, watched the dazzling a host of other leaders in the  the Ministry of New Media and Information, said, "The National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) will not be paid to the salaries minus the payments for the months of January and February, 2020. Therefore, due to the extraordinary situation, the salary is hardly sufficient to pay the salaries of the staff of the NDRF."

The "Dhanush" gun system is capable of firing air to air and air to ground missiles. It is a heavy lift, twin tions. It is a heavy lift, twin

Cultural diversity displayed on R-Day
In the first, the PM pays tributes to martyrs at National War Memorial

In India, the Republic Day parade took place as usual in New Delhi, with Prime Minister Narendra Modi leading the event. The parade featured a variety of tableau representing different states and themes, including the theme for Tamil Nadu and a tableau on the Palk Strait. The tableau on the Palk Strait highlighted the importance of the waterway in national security.

A large number of people participated in the human chain protest against the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) and the National Register of Citizens (NRC). The protest was organized by the United Muslims of Kerala (UMK) and was aimed at highlighting the issue of illegal immigration and the need for a just solution.

The tableau on the Palk Strait was dedicated to the anti-terrorism efforts of the Indian Coast Guard. It featured a large display of the "Dhanush" gun system, which is capable of firing air to air and air to ground missiles.

Many firsts
- 32 tableaus, 16 from States and Union Territories and 16 ministries and departments
- An imaginative two-minute (1:55) display of 18 CRPF(65) troops carried out a ceremonial parade of 18 Republic Day India (1950) 2020
- Defense Research and Development Organization (DRDO) was represented by 6 CRPF(65) troops with an array of 18 CRPF(65) Troops and 6 CRPF(65) Troops were also on display in the parade
- The tableaux from various States and Union Territories and 16 ministries and departments
- The parade featured a variety of tableau representing different states and themes, including the theme for Tamil Nadu and a tableau on the Palk Strait.

94,000 personnel hit as in-red SSB puts on hold republic two months allowance

India in touch with China over 250 Indians stuck in Wuhan
Death toll due to coronavirus in China rises to 56

India on Sunday said it is examining "all options" in the wake of the situation in Wuhan. The death toll due to coronavirus in China has risen to 56, including 23 from coronavirus in China.

The government has already stepped up to deal with the ongoing situation in Wuhan and has opened a hotline number for Indians who have been found to be affected by the virus. In addition, the Indian Embassy in Wuhan has also stepped up its efforts to help Indians in the city.

The government has announced that all flights from Wuhan to India will be suspended until further notice. The Indian Embassy in Wuhan has also started a hotpline number for Indians who are unable to reach the embassy.

In a tweet, the foreign minister said, "We are monitoring the situation closely and will take all necessary steps to ensure the safety and well-being of our citizens."
Delhi will vote for BJP on Feb 8, says Tiwari

With the political parties having all but a few weeks in the high voltage Delhi Assembly Elections, Union Home Minister Amit Shah and Delhi BJP in-charge in-charge Manoj Tiwari have given a clear signal that they are ready to support BJP for the Greater Kailash Assembly seat.

Talking and replying to the Twitter Chaupal on Sunday in the Greater Kailash Assembly in-charge Tiwari used to accuse the Kejriwal Government and most of the issues in the next term, said Pravesh Verma reinstate his ticket. “Everyone agrees that AAP is not the government in Delhi. The party workers are also visiting the areas under the constituency. The people of the constituency is facing no problems. The people are bored by the AAP,” he added.

On Sunday, Tiwari said that the AAP had done nothing in Delhi and their government employees and including the Defence Ministry were not visible in the area. “When passing through residential areas, they will be defeated in this election. The people of the constituency is not happy with the AAP,” he added.

The party workers are also visiting the areas under the constituency. The people of the constituency is facing no problems. The people are bored by the AAP,” he added.
CAA is BJP move to influence polls

Kejriwal accuses insulating people of Delhi of "bikau"
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**Coronavirus: 29 KIls screened at Changi Airport as India looks to increase screening for novel coronavirus**

**Citizenship Amendment Act:**

**European Parliament to debate on anti-CAA resolution**

**Citizenship Amendment (CAA) is a majoritarian principle in India:**

**UK Parliament should take actions that question democracy of elected legislatures. Official sources:**

**New Delhi:** The European Parliament should not take any actions that question the democracy of elected legislatures in the UK, an official source has said on behalf of the UK’s Labour Party.

**From Page 1

**PM Modi has taken steps to capatul India to 'Vishwa status': UP Min**

**sources:**

**Mithilesh (UP):** Prime Minister Narendra Modi has taken steps to capatul India in Vishwa status. The move will help in making India a major player in the global economy.

**From Page 1

**CM Yogi reminds people of their constitutional duties**

**Minister of UP:** CM Yogi Adityanath has reminded people of their constitutional duties. He said that the people of UP have a duty to maintain law and order.

**From Page 1

**BJP: CSC to launch 15000 jobs in UP, CM Yogi:**

**CM Yogi:** The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) will launch 15000 jobs in Uttar Pradesh (UP) under the scheme of Community Service Scheme (CSC).

**From Page 1

**Bhopal: On Bajrang Dal Day, police to conduct vigilance:**

**Bhopal:** On Bajrang Dal Day, the police will conduct vigilance and maintain law and order.

**From Page 1

**UP: Two children killed in road accident near Sitapur**

**Sitapur:** In a road accident near Sitapur, two children were killed and several others were injured.

**From Page 1

**Kolkata: West Bengal: 36-year-old woman dies of childbirth in hospital**

**Kolkata:** A 36-year-old woman died of childbirth in a hospital in Kolkata.

**From Page 1

**Bhopal: Railway safety iniciatives launched to prevent accidents**

**Bhopal:** The Bhopal railway station has launched initiatives to prevent accidents on the track.
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Vardhan now writes to CMs on change in laws against leprosy patients

People need awareness and education about leprosy — that it is a disease that can be easily treated with a simple regimen of antibiotics

— Dr Yashwant Shenoi

SC upholds man's life term for killing wife days after buying insurance policy in her name

Cong signs Constitution copy to PM, asks to 'read it' first

PM appeals for peaceful solution

MANNI KI BAAT

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday appealed for a peaceful solution to all issues and problems that are causing trouble in the country, both inside and outside. He was addressing the theme of the evening’s radio programme, “Mann ki Baat”.

“I appeal to everyone who is using violence and weapons to solve issues in any part of the country to address your issues through peaceful means, including by approaching elected representatives who are elected to end the Bharat Ratna saga... With this, let's go to 25-year-old Pranav Kumar from Delhi, who has been suffering from leprosy and its complications for a long time,” Modi said.

PM said that the radio programme had brought forward many issues and many stories that have been dis- covered in the programme and has shown a new path of mass movement in the country. Telling about the various issues that have been discussed in the programme that have taken shape of a movement were stories of youth with disability, of women, of children... This programme has strengthened the BJP campaign.

This is an appeal for the country to discuss the achievements of people... and social issues since it grows stronger. The programme also discussed one thing that the country will work on tomorrow, added Modi.

The programme also focused on rural and urban health. It said that the farmers who migrate to the city and become industrial workers carry a lot of health-related problems. Particularly women in the countryside, Jharkhand’s two dis- tricts... The programme also discussed the achievements of people. The programme will contribute to the society since it grows stronger. The programme also discussed one thing that the country will work on tomorrow, added Modi.

The programme also focused on rural and urban health. It said that the farmers who migrate to the city and become industrial workers carry a lot of health-related problems. Particularly women in the countryside, Jharkhand’s two dis- tricts... The programme also discussed the achievements of people. The programme will contribute to the society since it grows stronger. The programme also discussed one thing that the country will work on tomorrow, added Modi.

The programme also focused on rural and urban health. It said that the farmers who migrate to the city and become industrial workers carry a lot of health-related problems. Particularly women in the countryside, Jharkhand’s two dis- tricts... The programme also discussed the achievements of people. The programme will contribute to the society since it grows stronger. The programme also discussed one thing that the country will work on tomorrow, added Modi.
People fail in general knowledge on nationalisms

R-Day celebrated peacefully in J&K

Captain Tanvir Shergill, who was present on all main streets of the capital city on R-Day parade, during his speech, expressed his content and happiness about the R-Day parade which was arranged for the first time. "We are happy to see the people of J&K celebrating R-Day peacefully," he said.

The people of J&K celebrated Republic Day peacefully with a march past in Srinagar. The parade was led by the All J&K Police Association (AJPA) and the Border Security Force (BSF). The parade was also attended by the JK Police, JKAP, ITBP, BSF, and many other security forces.

The parade was witnessed by thousands of people who enthusiastically participated in the parade. Many people hoisted flags and chanted "Jai Hind" in the presence of the parade. The parade was also accompanied by the all-women motorcycle contingent, led by Inspector General NS Jamwal.

The parade was successful and was watched by thousands of people who cheered and applauded the parade. The parade was led by the BSF, and the Border Action Team (BAT) also participated in the parade.

The parade was a successful event and was watched by thousands of people who cheered and applauded the parade.

Mamata, Governor Dharnarik break heart

Pabitra Nath

Sheer joy and happy moments were witnessed in the capital city as the people of J&K celebrated Republic Day peacefully. The parade was led by the All J&K Police Association (AJPA) and the Border Security Force (BSF). The parade was also attended by the JK Police, JKAP, ITBP, BSF, and many other security forces.

The parade was watched by thousands of people who enthusiastically participated in the parade. Many people hoisted flags and chanted "Jai Hind" in the presence of the parade. The parade was also accompanied by the all-women motorcycle contingent, led by Inspector General NS Jamwal.

The parade was successful and was watched by thousands of people who cheered and applauded the parade.

The parade was a successful event and was watched by thousands of people who cheered and applauded the parade.

Tania Shergill, all-women CRPF motorcycle team give many goosebumps

PTI

Tania Shergill, 26, became the first woman CRPF rider to lead the R-Day parade in Jammu and Kashmir. She is the first woman to lead a R-Day parade in J&K, and she was accompanied by the all-women motorcycle contingent.

The parade was watched by thousands of people who enthusiastically participated in the parade. Many people hoisted flags and chanted "Jai Hind" in the presence of the parade. The parade was also accompanied by the all-women motorcycle contingent, led by Inspector General NS Jamwal.

The parade was successful and was watched by thousands of people who cheered and applauded the parade.
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1. 71st Republic Day parade held at Rajpath in New Delhi

2. India donates vehicles to Nepal

3. Madhyas, Lithuania extend friendship with India

4. India celebrates 71st Republic Day

5. Maldives, Lithuania extend friendship with India

6. India donates vehicles to Nepal

7. India celebrates 71st Republic Day
in the midst of all the din created by parties that has earned India the dubious title of a divided nation, Delhi stands as a calm outlier. AAP has significantly changed perceptions...
A phenomenon is developing among segments of the campus community. In just a few weeks, students have turned to threats, vandalism, and violence to express their feelings and beliefs. This is happening in the most politicised campuses in the world, such as Delhi's Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), and in other universities around the world. In JNU, the protests are against the police and paramilitary forces who have been deployed on campus. The police are accused of brutality and use of excessive force, as they are blocking young minds and refusing to allow a speaker from the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) to address the students. This is happening in the United States, where students have been protesting against the Trump administration's policies, including its immigration policies, and in the United Kingdom, where students have been protesting against cuts to higher education. In all these cases, the students are expressing their dissatisfaction with the current political situation, and they are using their voices to demand change. This is a worrying trend, and it is important that we address it and work towards finding peaceful and constructive solutions.
Banking sector is in no position to bail out our Bananae

Gold imports dip 6.77% during Apr-Nov 2019

Gold imports, which have a flowing on the current account deficit, fell by 6.77 per cent during April-November 2019, according to data from the Commerce Ministry. The country imported 309.92 tonnes of gold worth $13.81 billion during the period, compared to 333.76 tonnes valued at $14.61 billion in the corresponding period last year.

The decline in gold imports is largely the result of the government’s initiative to check the smuggling of gold, implemented last year, to curb the country’s current account deficit. The government has also been trying to restrict imports of gold through different measures, including the introduction of an import duty of 10 per cent in July 2019.

To tackle the growing problem of smuggling, the government has also introduced new regulations on the import of gold, including the requirement for all importers to obtain a licence from the government before importing gold.

The Commerce Ministry data also shows that the country imported 17.53 tonnes of silver in the April-November period, valued at $44 million, compared to 22.09 tonnes worth $61.63 million in the corresponding period last year.

The country’s total imports, including gold and silver, amounted to $86.88 billion during the period, compared to $88.24 billion in the corresponding period last year.

Additionally, the RBI has also reduced the reserve ratio for gold and silver to 26 per cent from 30 per cent, which is expected to make it cheaper for importers to bring in these metals.

Three expressways/green corridors to be completed in three years, says Gadaikri

The government plans to construct three expressways/green corridors by 2022, including the Delhi Mumbai Expressway, the Delhi Mumbai Bypass, and the Delhi Mumbai Aerodrome Link. These expressways will be built at a cost of $1.45 billion and will be completed within the next three years, according to a report by the National Highways Authority of India.

Of the projects, 1.25 billion km are expected to be completed by 2021, while the remaining 0.6 billion km will be completed by 2022. The expressways will be built by three private companies, namely Adani Group, GMR Infra, and IRB Infrastructure.

The government has also set aside $1.45 billion for the construction of these expressways, which will be financed through a combination of loans from the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank.

Additionally, the government has also announced plans to build a new airport in Delhi, which will be operational by 2023. The airport will be built at a cost of $1.4 billion and will have a capacity to handle 50 million passengers annually.

Air India doubles flights on Tel-Aviv-New Delhi route to tackle passenger rush
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India celebrates its 71st Republic Day with a grand display of military prowess, vibrant cultural diversity, and socio-economic progress on the majestic Rajpath when thousands of people, besides the country's top politicians and military leadership, and foreign dignitaries witnessed the annual parade on Sunday.
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Jihadist attack on Mali military camp leaves 19 dead: Army

Rambouillet (Reuters) — Thirty members of the security forces and five civilians were killed on Tuesday in the deadliest attack of its kind in northern Mali in the north in 2012 and has five sites and communities "needed to be completed to separate testing by personnel."

China’s coronavirus toll rises to 56 confirmed cases near 2K

The virus is spread by contact and aerosol transmission and can cause pneumonia and extended his heart failure. Trump is going to be able to see how unfairly I have been treated, he said."

Germany warns of mass exodus of Jews if hatred persists

The rocket fire comes two days after Grenada-based International Criminal Court prosecutor Fatou Bensouda said she had evidence of war crimes committed by both sides in the five-months-long Yemen war. The court indicted 24 leaders and 17 others in Hodeida province.

Jails in southern Syria and Iraq have been hit by lethal violence with armed groups and regime forces taking place there, the cases of which are not recorded and classified by governments, including Beijing, according to the report. China has announced new confirmed cases of infectious diseases, including 13 new deaths.

China, Canada's first.

Beijing: The death toll in the Chinese capital has reached five, according to the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Beijing has reported a second confirmed case.

The virus is spread by contact and aerosol transmission and can cause pneumonia and extended his heart failure. Trump is going to be able to see how unfairly I have been treated, he said."

They arrived at five in the morning. They cut off any with- 

A Toronto hospital had become “a daily occurrence”.

Biden's Asia trip: China-US tension grows
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Being in love is important: Tahira Kashyap

In her new book ‘Being in Love is Important’, actress Tahira Kashyap reveals her secrets to a successful relationship.

Q: What role does love play in your life?

A: Love is the foundation of any relationship, and it is essential for a successful marriage.

Q: How do you keep your relationship strong?

A: Communication, compromise, and trust are key to maintaining a strong relationship.

Q: What advice would you give to couples who are just starting out?

A: My advice would be to communicate openly, be honest with each other, and respect each other's feelings.

Q: How do you handle conflicts in a relationship?

A: Conflicts are inevitable in any relationship, and it's important to address them constructively.

Q: What are the most important qualities in a partner?

A: Communication, trust, and support are the most important qualities in a partner.

Q: How do you maintain a healthy balance between work and family?

A: It's important to prioritize your relationships and make time for your loved ones.

Q: Do you have any tips for maintaining a healthy relationship while working in the public eye?

A: It's important to maintain a healthy distance between your personal and professional lives.

Q: What do you think is the biggest challenge in maintaining a relationship?

A: The biggest challenge is maintaining the novelty and excitement of the relationship over time.

Q: How do you handle the pressure of being in the public eye?

A: It's important to surround yourself with supportive people and to take care of yourself.

Q: What advice would you give to someone who is struggling in their relationship?

A: Seek professional help, communicate openly, and try to understand each other's perspectives.

Q: What do you think is the most rewarding aspect of being in love?

A: The most rewarding aspect of being in love is the joy of sharing your life with someone special.

---

More Indians are choosing Washington

ELLIOTT FERGUSON, CEO and president of Washington DC Tourism, during the Destination DC summit, says that the seamless air connectivity between New Delhi and Dulles is helping more travellers plan visits. By TEAM VIVA

Q: What is the biggest challenge for Indian tourists planning a trip to Washington?

A: The biggest challenge for Indian tourists is the time difference between India and the US, which can be up to 13 hours.

Q: How does the government of India work with the Department of Homeland Security to facilitate travel?

A: The Indian government has signed bilateral agreements with the US to facilitate the travel of Indian citizens to the US.

Q: What role does the Indian embassy in Washington play in helping Indian tourists?

A: The Indian embassy in Washington provides information and assistance to Indian tourists visiting the US.

Q: How does the Department of Homeland Security work with Indian tourists arriving in the US?

A: The Department of Homeland Security provides security checks and clearance for Indian tourists arriving at US airports.

Q: What are the other major attractions in Washington for Indian tourists?

A: Washington DC has a number of attractions for Indian tourists, including the White House, the National Mall, and the Smithsonian Institution.

Q: What are the biggest advantages of choosing Washington for a trip?

A: Washington DC offers a unique blend of history, culture, and natural beauty, making it a popular destination for Indian tourists.

---

Jessica got hooked to diet pills

When Singh stopped eating, she was asked what she ate at the age of 17 and she was ordered to record every single food item she ate. She dropped dieting at 46 kg, 72 kg and she was told to shed 6 kg in order to meet the target. She tried every diet method, including the grandpa diet and the shakes, but she didn't lose any weight. She eventually lost 15 kg in four months, but she was consumed by guilt and regret.

---

A RETRO APPEAL

Fans hold on to paper plans, citing comfort and confidence

In a digital and increasingly paperless age, fans of paper planners remain enthusiastic and steadfast in their commitment to the medium, refusing to go fully digital in favor of anything less. While some may argue that digital planning offers greater convenience and organization, there are a multitude of reasons why loyal fans of paper planners continue to hold on to this traditional method of keeping track of their lives.

Some fans believe that paper planners offer a more tactile and engaging experience, allowing them to appreciate the physical act of writing in their planner and the satisfaction of crossing off tasks and events. Others find that paper planners allow for a more flexible and adaptable system, enabling them to make notes and adjustments on the fly without the need for a computer or internet connection.

Still others maintain that paper planners offer a level of privacy and security that digital planners cannot match, as they don't require an internet connection to access and organize information. Finally, some fans simply prefer the nostalgic and comforting feel of a paper planner, finding comfort in the familiarity and reliability of this time-honored method of keeping track of their lives.

In the end, the decision to use paper planners or digital planners is a personal one, with both methods offering their own unique benefits and drawbacks. As long as fans continue to make their choices based on what works best for them, the debate between digital and paper planning will no doubt continue to rage on.

---
Bridging the gap

Modern society might have surpassed many crossovers but real progress can only be attained when science and wisdom go hand-in-hand.

PRAMUKHANURU N. K. JU

About religion, science is not the competitor; science is the tool. — de Montmessin

Science and religion, both deal with the unknown. Understanding the unknown is a process. The one with a better understanding of the unknown, dominates. Science is a process, religion is an art.

Science deals with the material world. Religion deals with the spiritual world.

Science is history of nature as a process. Religion is history of nature as a result.

Science is the process of discovering the truth. Religion is the result of discovering the truth.

Science is the process of accumulating facts. Religion is the result of interpreting the facts.

Science is the process of understanding the unknown. Religion is the result of understanding the unknown.

Science is the process of discovering the unknown. Religion is the result of discovering the unknown.

Science is the process of understanding the unknown. Religion is the result of understanding the unknown.

Science is the process of accumulating facts. Religion is the result of interpreting the facts.
Phenomenal Liverpool believes no team in the world would be able to stay proud. “I think it was phenomenal. That is why I am so overwhelmed. So we have to accept it and learn from that.”

Guardiola’s Manchester City have won back-to-back titles with a combined score of 85-26-21 – the best in the Premier League history. Guardiola won three league titles in a row at Barcelona with Lionel Messi. In 2019-20, City had gotten off to a flying start with a 4-0 victory at Home Park.

“In a big moment of the game, the referee was at the Malaysia Masters in 2017 and lost 4-16 in 2020. But after that, she now has an improving 7-6 (7/4), 6-1,” he said.

The northeners can also take on Real Madrid in the last 16 of the Champions League and take on League Cup and take on Real Madrid in the last 16 of the Champions League as good as any he has coached before. "I’ve got to be ready for mistakes that you will make," he said.

Wagner’s young Schalke side. Munich thrashed Schalke 5-0 to cut their lead to six points. The French defender. Substitute Ivan Perisic came on in the 70th minute.
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